
This section of the Town and Country Soccer Development Program is concentrating on
dribbling. Have fun with the 10 exercises listed, be creative and make it your own by
tweaking it, to make it easier for yourself.

Warm-ups:

During the warm-up, try to include the ball whenever necessary, even when doing a lap
around the field, try to do it using the ball. As a young soccer player, the best way to
learn is having the ball at their feet as much as possible.

Dribbling Exercises

Stop and Go

In a 20x20 or 30x30 grid, each kid has a ball and is spread out inside. On the coaches cue,
each kid tries to get as many touches on the ball while dribbling. The coach’s cue can be
GO FAST, GO SLOW. As they are dribbling, have the kids change direction and make a
simple move. You should stop them and stretch after the second minute and fifth minute.
Duration, 5-6 min. If you want to continue with this warm-up, you can easily make it into
a training exercise:

Receiving/Dribbling

On the coach’s cue, toss the ball up, receive the ball with the body, then have them
dribble off for five seconds at a fast and slow pace.

Areas of Concentration:

 Chest
 Thigh
 Top of Foot
 Side of Foot
 Bottom of the foot

Juggling/Dribbling

On the coach’s cue, toss the ball up and attempt to juggle the ball as many times as you
can, then dribble away five seconds.

Areas of Concentration:

 Each Foot
 Alternating juggles, one juggle on each foot, then dribble off
 Each thigh
 Alternating juggles, one juggle on each thigh, then dribble off



 Using the head, concentrate juggling the ball right above the eyebrows and the hair
line.

Mirrors

In a 10x10 grid, place one cone in the center of the grid with 10 players in each grid. If
you want a faster tempo, place 6 to 8 in each. Split players in one line each opposite from
each other with a ball facing each other and even with the cone inside( this will make
them exactly 10 yards apart). With two players going at the same time, have them dribble
to the cone; when reaching the cone, have each perform a specific move, both performing
it with the same foot, which will keep them away from each other. After performing the
move, dribble to the opposite line and give it to the next player in line. To progress this
exercise:

1. Widen the grid and after performing a move, have them pass to the opposite line

2. After the move, have the player either toss or attempt a chip to the opposite line,
having the next player receive it with their body.

3. After the move, have the player chip or toss to opposite player, who must attempt
to juggle the ball, then perform the mirror move.

4. After the move, have the opposite player check to the ball after the player with the
ball calls the person’s name.

Areas of Concentration:

 Can perform at different angles
 Can concentrate on communication...after the move, each player calls out next

player to receive ball, or the player who is about to receive the ball calls for the
ball.

Two Cones: Figure 8's

This exercise is concentrating on change of direction. Place two cones five yards apart,
with the player standing with a ball behind the cones. Each player will dribble in between
the cones, change direction, the dribble back in between the cones again...making a figure
8. Each exercise should be perform up to two minutes each...for faster pace, do it for 20
to 30 seconds.

Areas of Concentration:



 When cutting back to complete the figure 8, have each player perform the cut with
the inside of the foot, the outside of the foot, and the bottom of the foot( a
rake). For more advanced players, have them make a figure 8 by juggling with their
feet, thigh and head...good for control and balance. Since we a concentrating on
dribbling, have them, add another cone for them to dribble out to with pace after
performing the figure 8.

Carolina Shuttle:

This is a race, concentrating on change of direction and touch.

Place two cones 15-20 yards apart, and a third cone five yards from the second cone all in
one line. Have each player dribble as fast as they can in between the first set of cones, the
perform a specific move in between the second and third cone. After doing so, each
player perform a take over with the next player in line. You can also have each player
pass the ball back to the line after finishing the run.

Areas of Concentration:

 Look for controlling the ball, not just kick and running after the ball. Remember,
fast feet makes it easier to control.

One and Two: Recognition of field and other players

In a 30x30 grid or on half of a soccer field, have the players spread out with a ball with
the coach standing in the middle of the grid of the half field. While each player is
dribbling, the coach raises a finger, which is a cue for each player to perform a certain
move...forcing them to dribble with their head up. You can vary this exercise by doing
the following:

1. Each player has to call out the number the coach is holding up

2. Each player has to stop their ball and find another ball on the coach’s cue, by a
number from the coach...each time they look for a ball, they must continue with
their dribbling.

3. Each player must juggle their ball for a set number on the coach’s cue, then
continue with their dribbling

4. Be creative, can use this exercise to work on fitness by:

a. On the coach’s cue, perform a squat on the ball



b. On the coach’s cue, perform toe touches

c. On the coach’s cue, perform a crunch, by picking the ball up with your
feet, between your ankles.

Circuit

1. Set up at least five different grids...10x10 grids or 20x20. Each grid has at least 3
players, all with a ball. Give each grid a certain dribble exercise to perform for up to two
minutes. All of the players in each grid performs the move at the same time...after a set
amount of time, each set of players will switch to another grid.

One v. One

This is a great game to work on dribbling! Place two cones 10-15 yards apart, with a
player standing behind one cone opposite a player on another cone. Play a two minute
game, with one player attacking one cone, and the other defending. You must touch the
cone with the ball in order to score a goal...no passing to the cone, must be controlled. If
defending player wins the ball, can try to score on other cone.

Areas of Concentration

 Be creative, each coach should encourage performing the moves they were
taught...the more they do it, the better they will become and their confidence will
grow.

 Can work on shielding the ball away from the defender, try and keep the ball
moving while shielding.

 Can work on counter- attacks...when the ball is stolen, concentrate on getting to the
other cone using speed, but control.

 Have players concentrate looking at what foot defender is leading with...try beating
player’s foot that is stepping to ball or if shoulders are squared to other player’s
shoulder...this is a cue that the defender is flat, allowing the player with the ball to
beat on either side.

The Y-Game

Concentrating on changing direction while dribbling and being defended



Place 2 cones ten yards apart and the 3rd cone fifteen yards apart from the first two,
making a Y shape. Same game as #9, with the option of attacking two cones. For two
minutes, one person plays defense and the other attacks. The attacker has the option to
attack the top two cones, and the defender, if she steals the ball, can counter-attack to the
bottom cone. This drill gives the attacker the option to change direction and attack the
second cone, if the first option is taken away...teaching the attacker to be aware of her
space.


